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Knowledge of the magnitude of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) cooling is a useful constraint for 
estimating the climate sensitivity used in projecting future climate change. Proxy comparison, especially 
that between the alkenone-based UK′

37 and the archaeal tetraether-based TEX86, has been increasingly 
applied in paleoceanographic studies as a measure to better constrain proxy-derived temperature 
estimates. In this study, we compile and compare published multiproxy (UK′

37 and TEXH
86) records of 

glacial cooling measured on the same sediment cores. In spite of the diversity in oceanographic and 
sedimentation settings spanned by the study sites, we find that the TEXH

86-derived mean tropical LGM 
cooling is approximately twice as strong as that suggested by the UK′

37 and MARGO estimates. The 
extent of proxy discrepancy varies with the application of various regional calibrations, but the mean 
TEXH

86-inferred cooling remains stronger than that inferred from UK′
37. To understand the discrepancy 

between proxies, we examine the seasonal and water column structure of LGM cooling simulated by 
state-of-the-art climate models. We find that the dissimilar magnitudes of proxy-derived glacial cooling 
cannot be fully explained by proxies reflecting temperature of different seasons or different water depths, 
if the recording season and depth are assumed to stay constant through time. A hypothetical shift in 
recording season and/or depth between the Holocene and the LGM could in theory cause the proxy 
discrepancy, but this hypothesis cannot be constrained due to a lack of information on lipid production 
and export in the water column during the LGM. Alternatively, the systematic proxy discrepancy, which 
persists across diverse oceanographic settings, may imply that the commonly applied proxy calibrations 
for reconstructing past temperatures are fundamentally biased. As evidenced by the improved consistency 
between UK′

37 and TEXH
86-based estimates of LGM cooling after we applied a global subsurface (0–200 m) 

temperature calibration for TEXH
86, it is plausible that the TEXH

86 signal originates from deeper in the water 
column than typically assumed for the proxy calibration.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The climate of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) has been stud-
ied extensively, by means of proxy reconstructions and climate 
model simulations. LGM sea surface temperature estimates recon-
structed from various proxies, which were compiled through com-
munity efforts such as CLIMAP (CLIMAP Project members, 1976)
and MARGO (Waelbroeck et al., 2009), have been used extensively 
for validating climate models and constraining the climate sensi-
tivity; a parameter relevant for the projection of future climate 
changes.

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 (331) 288 2187; fax: +49 (331) 288 2122.
E-mail address: Sze.Ling.Ho@awi.de (S.L. Ho).
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Previous studies have shown that the magnitude of tropical 
temperature change between the LGM and present day is a key 
parameter to constrain climate sensitivity (Hargreaves et al., 2012;
Schmittner et al., 2011), i.e., the change in global surface tem-
perature given a doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration. 
Unfortunately, the reconstructed LGM cooling in this region was 
found to be proxy specific (Waelbroeck et al., 2009). Thus, an un-
derstanding of the reliability of the proxies and their differences is 
essential. A direct way to assess the validity of temperature esti-
mates is to compare multiple temperature proxies from the same 
cores, but as the number of such datasets is limited, systematic 
studies comparing the regional glacial cooling are still lacking.

Earlier efforts in LGM mapping, such as CLIMAP, relied heav-
ily on temperature estimates derived from microfossil assem-
blages (CLIMAP Project members, 1976). As a result of intensive 
development and improvement of geochemical proxies, such as 
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Fig. 1. Location of the study sites in our compilation and the comparison of LGM 
cooling derived from TEXH

86 and UK′
37. Sites with stronger TEXH

86-cooling are indicated 
by blue circles, whereas the site with a stronger UK′

37-cooling is indicated by the red 
circle. The definition of tropics used in this manuscript (30◦S–30◦N) is shown by 
the dashed horizontal lines.

the alkenone-based UK′
37 (UK′

37 = [C37:2]/([C37:2] + [C37:3]); Prahl 
and Wakeham, 1987) and the Mg/Ca of planktonic foraminifera 
(Elderfield and Ganssen, 2000), these proxies are now routinely 
used to reconstruct sea surface temperature (SST) and these proxy 
data have been integrated in the recent MARGO database. More 
recently, the archaeal glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraethers (GDGTs) 
based TEX86 (Schouten et al., 2002), and its modified coun-
terparts, such as TEXH

86 (TEXH
86 = Log10{([GDGT-2] + [GDGT-3] +

[Crenarchaeol regioisomer])/([GDGT-1] + [GDGT-2] + [GDGT-3] +
[Crenarchaeol regioisomer])}; Kim et al., 2010), were developed. 
They have been increasingly applied to reconstruct seawater tem-
perature, especially in the tropics. Since TEX86 records have only 
recently become available, this proxy has not yet been integrated 
into previous mapping efforts of the LGM.

The aim of this manuscript is twofold; to present the first com-
pilation of LGM cooling from TEXH

86 records and to examine the 
reliability of the cooling estimates by comparing TEXH

86 with UK′
37, 

analyzed in tandem on the same sediment cores. As a remark-
able difference was found between TEXH

86- and UK′
37-inferred LGM 

cooling, we use climate model simulations to test whether specific 
depth or season of production of the proxy source organisms could 
explain the observed discrepancy.

2. Approach

We compiled all published multiproxy records containing both 
TEXH

86 and UK′
37 analyzed on the same sediment core, and spanning 

at least the late Holocene (0–4 kyr BP) and the LGM (19–23 kyr 
BP, Table 1 and Fig. 1). Nine out of the twelve sites are in the trop-
ics (defined here as the latitudinal band between 30◦N and 30◦S), 
while the remaining three sites are from the subtropics (between 
30◦S and 40◦S, and 30◦N and 40◦N).

To directly compare proxy derived temperature estimates be-
tween sites, we applied a single calibration for each proxy type. We 
opted for the most commonly applied global core-top calibrations: 
Müller et al. (1998) for UK′

37 and Kim et al. (2010) for TEXH
86. The 

calibration of Müller et al. (1998) is identical, within uncertainty 
bounds, to the calibration of Prahl et al. (1988), which is based 
on a laboratory culture experiment. Both the UK′

37 and TEXH
86 global 

core-top calibrations are based on the linear correlation of the spa-
tial pattern of sedimentary index values with climatological annual 
mean SSTs. We note that none of the UK′

37 data in our compilation 
approaches the alkenone unsaturation limit of 1 (i.e. when [C37:3] 
is below detection limit), therefore the time-slice LGM cooling esti-
mate calculated from these data are unlikely to be underestimated 
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Fig. 2. Last Glacial Maximum cooling at the study sites derived from TEXH
86 and UK′

37, 
plotted against latitude. Dashed lines indicate the mean cooling at our study sites 
located within the latitudinal band of 30◦N and 30◦S, as inferred from TEXH

86 (black) 
and UK′

37 (red), in comparison with the MARGO estimates (blue, solid line). Error bars 
are the standard error of the mean. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

for approaching the upper limit of the proxy calibration (Pelejero 
and Calvo, 2003).

The definition of the LGM time-slice adopted here, namely 
19–23 kyr BP, follows that of the CLIMAP (CLIMAP Project mem-
bers, 1976) and MARGO compilations (Waelbroeck et al., 2009). 
Since the youngest part of most sediment records in our compi-
lation is older than the pre-industrial (PI) period, we define the 
LGM cooling as the temperature anomaly between the time-slice 
of late Holocene 0–4 kyr BP and the LGM. This definition dif-
fers from the MARGO definition wherein the anomaly between 
the proxy-based LGM time-slice temperature and the instrumental-
based climatological annual mean SST is reported. Our method of 
comparing proxy-based Holocene to proxy-based LGM values re-
duces biases associated with the seasonal and/or subsurface signal 
in proxy-derived temperature estimates, given that both the LGM 
and Holocene section are recording a similar season and water 
depth range.

As the youngest part of the sediment records in our compi-
lation do not correspond to the same time interval, the different 
reference periods at different sites may lead to an additional uncer-
tainty. However, according to the reconstructed tropical Holocene 
temperature evolution (Marcott et al., 2013), this uncertainty will 
be less than 0.2 ◦C (i.e. the difference between the mean of 0–4 kyr 
BP [−0.03 ◦C] and at 4 kyr BP [0.17 ◦C] relative to AD1961–1990 
mean). We note that single measurements are susceptible to non-
climate effects (e.g. Laepple and Huybers, 2013) and intrinsic cli-
mate variability, hence are not representative of the entire time 
period. To account for this uncertainty, we calculated the standard 
error of the mean of each time-slice and provide the square root 
of the squared sum as the total error (assuming independence of 
the variations in each time-slice). When fewer than three samples 
were available in a time-slice, we used the mean standard devi-
ation of all other records as an estimate of the sample-to-sample 
variability.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Magnitude of the LGM cooling

The reconstructed LGM cooling at the single sites range from 
0.1 ◦C to 10.4 ◦C for UK′

37, and from 2.2 ◦C and 12.5 ◦C for TEXH
86

(Fig. 2, and Table 2). Both proxies show a similar spatial pattern of 
glacial cooling (r = 0.68, p < 0.01) with a stronger cooling at the 
subtropical sites.

While the spatial pattern of LGM to Holocene temperature 
anomaly is similar between the proxies, the magnitude of the cool-
ing is strongly proxy dependent. At eleven out of the twelve sites, 
the TEXH

86-derived glacial cooling is stronger than that suggested 
by the UK′

37 (Fig. 1). This pervasive feature (p = 0.006, sign-test 
assuming independence between sites) is unexpected given the di-
verse oceanographic regimes and depositional settings spanned by 
the study sites. The average LGM cooling based on UK′

37 and TEXH
86

is 3.1 ◦C and 5.2 ◦C, respectively. Within the 30◦S–30◦N latitudinal 
band, the mean LGM cooling is 1.7 ◦C for UK′

37 and 3.5 ◦C for TEXH
86.

The mean cooling reconstructed from UK′
37 for our tropical sites 

(1.7 ◦C) is within the range of UK′
37-inferred LGM cooling estimates 

for the tropics (2 ◦C; Rosell-Melé et al., 2004) and for the Eastern 
Equatorial Pacific (1.4 ◦C; Dubois et al., 2009). Furthermore, com-
pared to the TEXH

86-derived tropical cooling, our mean UK′
37-derived 

tropical cooling also agrees better with the MARGO estimate of 
1.5 ◦C, which is mainly based on foraminiferal assemblages. As 
the LGM cooling inferred from this proxy could be biased by 
the habitat depth of the foraminifera (Telford et al., 2013), the 
MARGO cooling might be underestimated. However, re-calibrating 
the foraminiferal transfer function against 30–50 m to correct for 
the habitat depth will likely not increase the tropical cooling by 
more than 0.5 ◦C (Telford, 2014).

Composite records of UK′
37 and Mg/Ca of G. ruber, consisting of 

multiple records from the eastern and western tropical Pacific, 
also suggest LGM cooling of no more than 2.5 ◦C (Timmermann 
et al., 2014). Furthermore, at the two sites in our compilation 
where concurrent foraminiferal Mg/Ca-derived and organic proxy-
derived temperature records are available (namely MD96-2048 and 
KY07-04-01; the latter site is situated at the same location as site 
MD98-2195, Kubota et al., 2010), the magnitude of LGM cooling 
inferred from the inorganic geochemical proxy is more comparable 
to that of UK′

37 than TEXH
86 (Table 2).

While all the foregoing estimates are closer to our UK′
37 esti-

mate, a tropical LGM cooling of 3–4 ◦C, comparable in magnitude 
to that of the TEXH

86, is not unprecedented – especially as estimated 
from single site reconstructions. A cooling estimate of 3–4 ◦C was 
previously reported for the west Pacific warm pool, based on a 
consortium of proxies, including the clumped isotopes of planktic 
foraminifera and coccoliths (Tripati et al., 2014), the Mg/Ca ratio 
of planktic foraminifera (De Garidel-Thoron et al., 2007), and the 
coral Sr/Ca (Beck et al., 1992). However, it is unclear whether these 
estimates are site- and/or region-specific. More data are needed 
to demonstrate the representativeness of these reconstructions for 
the tropics.

Given the substantial difference between the TEXH
86- and UK′

37-
based estimate of glacial cooling, it is important to resolve this 
issue before relying too heavily on these values in further appli-
cations, such as for the estimation of climate sensitivity. In the 
following sections, we will discuss several possible ways to rec-
oncile the differences in the TEXH

86- and UK′
37-based LGM cooling 

estimates. These possibilities include the choice and uncertainty of 
the calibrations, and the hypothesis that both proxies reflect differ-
ent seasons and water depths where glacial cooling might not be 
of the same magnitude.

3.2. Can the discrepancy be explained by the calibration choice?

Most of the UK′
37 and TEXH

86 calibrations commonly used in 
paleoclimate reconstruction are based on the linear regressions 
between sedimentary proxy values and overlying SSTs. Thus, the 
magnitude of LGM cooling reconstructed using these linear cali-
brations is scaled directly by the slope of the regressions. In most 
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Table 2
Compilation of Last Glacial Maximum time-slice cooling inferred from TEXH

86, UK′
37 and foraminiferal Mg/Ca.

Tropical sites 
(30◦S–30◦N)

Subtropical sites 
(>30◦N or >30◦S)

NIOP 
905

SO42 
-74KL

GeoB 
7926-2

MD96 
-2048

MD97 
-2146

MD97 
-2151

ODP 
1147

ODP 
1239

ODP 
1241

GeoB 
7702-3

MD98 
-2195

MD03 
-2607

Proxy

UK′
37 0–4 kyr BP na 17 17 9 2 14 10 2 8 2 12 27 9

0–4 kyr BP T (◦C) 26.15 27.10 20.93 27.87 27.23 27.34 26.35 25.32 26.16 22.23 24.36 18.59
19–23 kyr BP n 16 11 23 3 5 11 1 2 2 4 29 12
19–23 kyr BP T (◦C) 25.43 25.08 21.18 25.74 24.76 25.61 22.81 22.46 26.10 11.86 20.73 10.82
LGMb �T (◦C) −0.72 −2.02 0.26 −2.13 −2.47 −1.73 −3.53 −2.86 −0.06 −10.37 −3.63 −7.77
Errorc (◦C) 0.16 0.11 0.24 0.62 0.49 0.46 0.91 0.57 0.74 0.41 0.35 0.32

TEXH
86 0–4 kyr BP na 17 17 8 2 14 10 2 8 2 12 10 9

0–4 kyr BP T (◦C) 26.93 27.81 21.90 26.65 28.49 28.36 26.21 25.51 27.62 26.41 21.40 18.78
19–23 kyr BP n 13 11 23 3 6 14 1 2 2 4 5 12
19–23 kyr BP T (◦C) 24.40 25.64 19.48 24.12 23.50 25.09 21.18 22.35 22.52 16.79 8.88 9.73
LGMb �T (◦C) −2.53 −2.17 −2.42 −2.53 −4.99 −3.27 −5.03 −3.16 −5.10 −9.62 −12.52 −9.04
Errorc (◦C) 0.17 0.27 0.50 0.83 0.46 0.37 1.43 0.95 1.14 0.85 1.42 0.69

Mg/Ca 
(G. ruber)

0–4 kyr BP na 3 34d

0–4 kyr BP T (◦C) 25.00 26.02d

19–23 kyr BP n 7 6d,e

19–23 kyr BP T (◦C) 23.16 21.75d,e

LGMb �T (◦C) −1.84 −4.27
Errorc (◦C) 0.93 1.04

UK′
37 LGM �T − TEXH

86 LGM �T 1.81 0.15 2.68 0.4 2.52 1.54 1.5 0.3 5.04 −0.75 8.89 1.27
Mg/Ca LGM �T − UK′

37 LGM �T 0.29 −0.64
Mg/Ca LGM �T − TEXH

86 LGM �T 0.69 8.25

a n denotes the number of samples.
b LGM �T = (19–23 kyr BP T) − (0–4 kyr BP T).
c Standard error caused by the finite number of samples in time-slices. Error associated with calibration is discussed in section “Approach”.
d Mg/Ca measured on core KY-04-01 retrieved from the same coordinates.
e Time-slice is defined as 18–23 kyr BP due to the unavailability of data older than 19 kyr BP.
of the original studies wherein proxy records in our compilation 
are reported, UK′

37-based reconstruction were based on the calibra-
tions of Müller et al. (1998) and Prahl et al. (1988). There are 
instances where regional calibrations were preferred by the au-
thors (Table 1). One example is the South China Sea calibration 
of Pelejero and Grimalt (1997); the calibration was used in the 
original studies at sites ODP1147 (Li et al., 2013) and MD97-2151 
(Yamamoto et al., 2013a, 2013b). For TEXH

86, global calibrations are 
often preferred over regional calibrations, especially the latest ver-
sion proposed by Kim et al. (2010). An exception is the study of 
Li et al. (2013), where a tropical TEX86 calibration (Schouten et 
al., 2003) was applied to reconstruct seawater temperature at site 
ODP 1147. Using the site-specific UK′

37 and TEXH
86 calibration choice 

of the authors in the original publications (Tables 1 and 3) results 
in similar magnitude of tropical LGM cooling (1.8 ◦C for UK′

37 and 
3.5 ◦C for TEXH

86) as inferred from the Müller et al. (1998) UK′
37 cali-

bration (1.7 ◦C) and the Kim et al. (2010) TEXH
86 calibration (3.5 ◦C), 

thus cannot explain the different cooling estimates between UK′
37

and TEXH
86.

To examine whether the above-mentioned proxy discrepancy 
can be potentially reconciled by the choice of alternative calibra-
tions, we explore the possible range of LGM cooling by taking 
from the literature the UK′

37 calibration that results in the strongest 
temperature change and the TEXH

86 calibration that results in the 
weakest temperature change. Among regional UK′

37 calibrations (Ta-
ble 3), the tropical Indian Ocean calibration from Sonzogni et 
al. (1997) yields the strongest UK′

37-derived tropical LGM cooling 
(2.4 ◦C), which is 1.6 times stronger than the MARGO multiproxy 
estimate of 1.5 ◦C (for the 30◦S–30◦N band). Although the estimate 
based on the Sonzogni et al. (1997) calibration is the closest to the 
TEXH

86-derived cooling of 3.5 ◦C, the use of this calibration at our 
study sites is not supported by regional UK′

calibration studies in 
37
other tropical regions, including the South China Sea (Pelejero and 
Grimalt, 1997) and the Eastern Equatorial Pacific (Kienast et al., 
2012), i.e. the regions where a majority of the sediment records in 
our compilation are located. Both of these studies found UK′

37-SST 
sensitivities (the slope of the linear regression) that are compara-
ble to the global calibration.

A better agreement in cooling estimates inferred from UK′
37 and 

TEXH
86 can be achieved by applying a subsurface (0–200 m water 

depth) global TEXH
86 calibration (Kim et al., 2012), instead of the 

commonly used surface calibration (Kim et al., 2010). The subsur-
face calibration reduces the tropical LGM cooling from 3.5 ◦C to 
2.6 ◦C, which fits within 0.9 ◦C with that suggested by the global 
UK′

37 calibration (Müller et al., 1998) and would be close to a re-
vised MARGO multiproxy estimate (Telford, 2014). Whether or not 
this 0.9 ◦C difference between UK′

37 and TEXH
86 is significant depends 

on the (unknown) properties of the proxy uncertainty. The stan-
dard error of estimates (SEE) derived from core-top calibrations 
are 1.5 ◦C for the Müller et al. (1998) calibration and 2.2 ◦C for the 
Kim et al. (2012) calibration. While these error estimates can be 
directly used to assess the uncertainty in the comparison of sur-
face sediment proxy values to modern SST it is unclear how this 
uncertainty may translate into the past, especially because the spa-
tial and temporal covariance of the error is virtually unknown.

One may assume that proxy errors are independent in time 
and space, and in between proxies, as adopted by several re-
cent studies (e.g., Fedorov et al., 2013; Marcott et al., 2013;
Shakun et al., 2012). Under this assumption, error estimates for 
the temperature estimate of each time-slice are obtained by di-
viding the SEE by the square-root of the number of data points 
for each time-slice. This results in an uncertainty (1sd) of the 
LGM-late Holocene difference of 0.24 ◦C for UK′

37 and 0.35 ◦C for 
TEXH

86, rendering the 0.9 ◦C proxy difference in mean tropical LGM 
cooling significant. On the other extreme, assuming a complete 
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Table 3
Dependence of the UK′

37- and TEXH
86-inferred mean tropical (30◦N–30◦S) LGM cooling estimate on the choice of the sediment core-top calibration.

Proxy Calibration type Calibration reference Mean LGM cooling 
(◦C)

UK′
37 Global Müller et al. (1998) 1.7

South China Sea (SCS) Pelejero and Grimalt (1997) 1.8
Eastern Equatorial Pacific (EEP) Kienast et al. (2012) 1.8
Tropical Indian Ocean Sonzogni et al. (1997) 2.4
Assorted (as reported in original publications) See Table 1 1.8

TEXH
86 Global (Calibrated against sea surface 

temperature at 0 m)
Kim et al. (2010) 3.5

Global (Calibrated against seawater temperature 
of integrated depth of 0–200 m)

Kim et al. (2012) 2.6

Assorted (as reported in original publications) See Table 1 3.5
dependency of the proxy errors in time and space, i.e., the er-
ror of the average of different samples in time and space is as 
large as the error of a single sample (1.5 ◦C for UK′

37 and 2.2 ◦C for 
TEXH

86) the proxy difference of 0.9 ◦C cannot be considered signif-
icant. In reality the true uncertainty likely lies between the two 
extremes assumed here but a mechanistic understanding of pro-
cesses causing the proxy uncertainty is required to provide better 
error estimates.

3.3. Can seasonal production and habitat depth reconcile proxy 
discrepancy?

3.3.1. Different seasonal production and habitat depth of TEXH
86 and UK′

37
Discrepancies between proxies are often explained by invoking 

ecological differences, especially in terms of the seasonal produc-
tion and the habitat depth of the proxy source organism (e.g., 
Leduc et al., 2010; Table 1). In most cases, the UK′

37-derived temper-
ature estimates are interpreted as reflecting temperature of surface 
mixed layer, of the annual mean or specific months, while the 
TEXH

86 data are considered to be reflecting either the subsurface 
water temperature or in rare cases, SST of specific months (Ta-
ble 1). These interpretations can be in part justified by the ecology 
of the source organisms of the proxies. The source organisms of 
UK′

37, namely haptophyte algae such as E. huxleyi, are limited to the 
euphotic zone where abundant sunlight is available for photosyn-
thesis. This is not the case for TEXH

86, whose source organism i.e. 
marine Thaumarchaeota, are known to occur throughout the water 
column (e.g. Karner et al., 2001), and in some cases the GDGTs are 
found to be more abundant at the subsurface than the photic zone 
(Sinninghe Damsté et al., 2002; Wuchter et al., 2006).

In paleoceanographic studies, interpretation of proxy data ac-
cording to their ecological niche is typically constrained via the 
comparison of the proxy signals in surface sediments with in-situ 
or climatological data at the site. However, in most cases multiple 
explanations exist for the same surface sediment signals; for in-
stance, a colder-than-annual-mean-SST estimate can be explained 
as reflecting subsurface water temperature or alternatively as sea 
surface temperature from colder seasons. Furthermore, in most 
cases, proxy data are often converted to temperature estimates 
using calibrations based on proxy values in surface sediments cal-
ibrated to climatological or instrumental SST, leading to a circular 
reasoning.

To examine whether the abovementioned seasonality and habi-
tat depth hypotheses can result in the observed, proxy specific 
LGM cooling, we would need to know the depth and seasonal 
structure of the glacial cooling. As no observational estimates are 
available for the LGM, we rely on climate model simulations from 
the CMIP5/PMIP3 project (Braconnot et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 
2012). Ocean temperature fields from preindustrial (PI) and LGM 
simulations of five state-of-the-art atmosphere-ocean general cir-
culation models (AOGCMs) are analyzed by examining the monthly 
mean temperature at various water depths, averaged over the last 
50 years of the time-slices. The five AOGCMs used here are CCSM4, 
CNRM-CM5, GISS-E2-R, MPI-ESM-P and MRI-CGCM3. We focus our 
analysis on the multi-model ensemble mean instead of single 
model simulation, as the former was found to be the most reli-
able in studies of past and future climate (e.g. Laepple et al., 2008;
Lohmann et al., 2013). Furthermore, we refrain from interpreting 
the simulated LGM cooling in absolute values. Instead, we ana-
lyze the relative glacial cooling of different months (reported as 
the ratio to the annual mean cooling) and different water depths 
(reported as the ratio to the sea surface cooling), as these results 
of relative cooling should be more robust than the absolute simu-
lated cooling.

We first analyze the hypothesis that both proxies show a dif-
ferent cooling as they record different seasons. In the multi-model 
ensemble mean, the LGM cooling of specific months (e.g. LGM June 
SST – PI June SST) at the sites is at most 1.25 times stronger than 
the annual mean LGM cooling (Fig. 3a). Therefore, if UK′

37 is indeed 
reflecting the annual mean SST as often assumed, the discrepancy 
between UK′

37 and TEXH
86 is unlikely to be solely attributed to TEXH

86
recording seasonal or monthly mean SST. Assuming no change in 
the recorded season/month between the late Holocene and LGM, 
even if UK′

37 and TEXH
86 each record the seasons/months with the 

strongest and the weakest LGM cooling, respectively, the resultant 
amplitude of this extreme scenario is still insufficient to reconcile 
the differences between proxies.

The second hypothesis is that the stronger TEXH
86-derived cool-

ing is caused by the TEXH
86 signal reflecting subsurface temper-

atures. To test this hypothesis, we examine the simulated wa-
ter column structure of the glacial cooling (Fig. 3b). The climate 
models suggest substantial spatial heterogeneity in the vertical 
cooling structure: at around one third of the sites (i.e. NIOP905, 
SO42-74KL, MD06-2048, GeoB 7702-3 and GeoB 7926-2) the sub-
surface cooling is stronger than the surface cooling, whereas six 
sites show a weaker cooling at the subsurface and one site show 
uniform cooling across the water column. This spatial variability 
is not surprising, considering the diversity of the oceanographic 
regimes and sedimentation settings spanned by our study sites. 
The strongest subsurface cooling, typically occurring at the deepest 
water depth examined except at site GeoB 7926-2, is on average 
1.5 times stronger than that at the sea surface, but the ratio never 
approach the ratio of TEXH

86-cooling over UK′
37-cooling. Notably, di-

verging cooling patterns in the water column between sites result 
in a mean profile (black line in Fig. 3b) that suggests a rather ho-
mogeneous mean cooling throughout the water column. While the 
details of the seasonal and depth structure of the cooling differ 
between the individual models, the main features, i.e. the hetero-
geneous spatial pattern and a homogeneous cooling in the water 
column when averaged across sites, are found in all the single 
simulations. These features clearly contradict the observed discrep-
ancy between TEXH and UK′

, which shows a homogeneous spatial 
86 37
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Fig. 3. Seasonal and water depth structure of the glacial cooling (LGM–Preindustrial) as simulated in the PMIP3 multi-model ensemble mean. Shown is the relative cooling 
(a) between the annual mean SST and monthly mean SST, and (b) between the temperature at the sea surface and the temperature at subsurface water depths. Thick gray 
lines indicate the observed ratio between the mean TEXH

86-derived tropical LGM cooling and the mean UK′
37-derived tropical LGM cooling. Subtropical sites are indicated by 

dashed lines, whereas tropical sites are indicated by solid lines.
pattern (11 of 12 sites show stronger TEXH
86-derived cooling), and a 

different mean value when averaged across sites. Thus, the model 
simulations argue against the depth hypothesis as the cause for the 
systematic discrepancy between TEXH

86 and UK′
37.

Further evidence against the depth hypothesis comes from 
Mg/Ca-derived temperature estimates measured on surface-
dwelling foraminifera and subsurface-dwelling foraminifera. In 
both, the South China Sea and the Eastern Equatorial Pacific, the 
Mg/Ca data suggest that the magnitude of LGM cooling at the sub-
surface is either comparable (difference of 0.3 ◦C; Pena et al., 2008) 
or more attenuated compared to that at the sea surface (subsur-
face cooling weaker by 2 to 2.5 ◦C; Steinke et al., 2011, 2010), 
but not stronger as it would be needed to explain the stronger 
TEXH

86-cooling.

3.3.2. Temporal shifts in seasonal production over glacial–interglacial 
cycle?

The seasonal and water column structure in LGM simulations 
suggests that the systematic discrepancy between proxies is un-
likely to stem solely from proxies recording temperature of differ-
ent seasons and water depths, assuming that both the recording
season and water depth stay constant over time. Nevertheless, 
a shift in recording season from summer to winter and/or a shift 
to deeper depth during LGM could potentially amplify the mag-
nitude of LGM cooling, and vice versa. For instance, a shift in 
alkenone production from spring in the Holocene to summer in the 
LGM was invoked to explain warmer-than-Holocene UK′

37-derived 
SSTs in the subpolar regions where the alkenone production dur-
ing the LGM was assumed to be limited by the availability of light 
(Harada et al., 2006; Rosell-Melé and Comes, 1999). In general, 
light availability is not a limiting factor for primary production in 
the tropics, and a compilation of modern day alkenone flux time 
series shows no evidence of alkenone flux being driven by lati-
tudinal light availability (Rosell-Melé and Prahl, 2013), implying 
that the UK′

37-derived LGM cooling in our compilation is unlikely 
to be biased by this factor. Furthermore, the small amplitude of 
the tropical seasonal cycle would dampen the effects of seasonal-
ity changes relative to mid and high latitudes.

Compared to haptophyte and alkenones, less is known about 
the archaea and the transport of their lipids to the seafloor, mak-
ing it more challenging to estimate the season and depth of both 
the production and the export of archaeal lipids during glacial 
stages. In contemporary marine settings, the marine archaea seem 
to thrive when the primary productivity is low (Galand et al., 2010;
Massana et al., 1998; Murray et al., 1998), and probably do not 
dwell at the sea surface because they are inhibited by high light 
level (Merbt et al., 2012). However, it is still unclear what primar-
ily controls the depth and season of origin in sedimentary TEX86
signal. The seasonal archaeal production and the timing of carbon 
flux to the seafloor are probably two of the main controls, but 
their relative importance is expected to vary with oceanographic 
settings (see review by Schouten et al., 2013).

The seasonality and the export depth of the nannoplankton 
(of which the producers of alkenones are a subset) or picoplank-
ton (of which the producers of GDGTs are a subset) during LGM 
could plausibly be constrained using models with integrated bio-
geochemical cycle as shown for foraminiferal proxies (Fraile et al., 
2009). However, relying on such models to interpret proxy adds 
another layer of uncertainty especially given the current lack of 
understanding of the marine archaeal ecology and GDGT export 
mechanisms. As evidenced by the global compilation of alkenone 
sediment trap data (Rosell-Melé and Prahl, 2013), there is also the 
issue of whether or not the seasonality of the lipid flux may be 
directly transferred to sediments, as the seasonal signal carried by 
lipids can be modified during the complex sedimentation process.

In theory, the impact of a temporal shift in habitat depth or 
season of the proxy recorder would differ in magnitude depending 
on the habitat depth of the organism. This is because the vertical 
gradients and amplitude of seasonal cycle diminishes with water 
depth, so the deeper the source organism dwells the less sensi-
tive the proxy is to seasonality/depth changes. If the TEXH

86 signals 
in the archaeal lipids are set at subsurface water depths, the im-
pact of a temporal shift in recording season and/or habitat depth 
will be less severe on TEXH

86 records than on UK′
37 records, which 

purportedly reflect SST. Nevertheless, a shift in recording season 
and/or depth would render a quantitative interpretation of the rel-
ative changes in proxy derived temperature estimates questionable, 
especially in terms of the often adopted approach of inferring wa-
ter column structure changes using the difference between UK′

37 and 
TEXH

86 estimates.

3.4. Towards reconciling UK′
37 and TEXH

86 discrepancy

Given the model evidence and the large range of temperatures, 
latitudes and oceanographic settings spanned by the study sites, 
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the observed systematic difference between glacial cooling mag-
nitude inferred from TEXH

86 and UK′
37 is unlikely to be attributable 

to the TEXH
86 recording stronger or UK′

37 recording weaker climate 
change. Instead, the simplest solution consistent with our finding 
would be that the present calibrations are biased, towards over-
estimating the amplitude of TEXH

86-derived temperature changes 
and/or underestimating that of UK′

37.
Judging from the many uncertainties in TEXH

86 calibration 
(Schouten et al., 2013), it is plausible that a larger proportion of 
the offset can be attributed to the TEXH

86-SST calibration than the 
relatively well-constrained UK′

37-SST calibration (see Section 3.1). 
Expanding the spatial coverage of the global TEX86-SST calibrations 
does not substantially change the slope, indicating the robustness 
of the spatial representativeness of the existing database (Ho et al., 
2014). Regressing global index values with different seasonal SST 
will change the intercept but not the slope of the linear regression 
(e.g. Müller et al., 1998). One possibility, as suggested by the re-
duced discrepancy in proxy comparison when using the subsurface 
calibration (Kim et al., 2012), is to further explore the correlation 
of TEXH

86 with subsurface water temperatures. As the latitudinal 
subsurface temperature gradients are reduced compared to that 
at the surface, such calibration targets can reduce the slope of 
regression, thereby also the amplitude of reconstructed tempera-
tures. In addition, the proposed calibration should also be assessed 
in terms of consistency with downcore multiproxy evidence on a 
global scale and preferably on various time-scales.

4. Summary

We compiled glacial cooling estimates from UK′
37 and TEXH

86
records measured on the same sediment cores. A comparison of 
these proxy records, in terms of the anomaly between time-slices 
of 0–4 kyr BP and 19–23 kyr BP, shows that the tropical LGM 
cooling suggested by TEXH

86 is twice as strong as the UK′
37-cooling. 

Considering available tropical cooling estimates from other proxies 
and alternative calibrations, and drawing from the climate model-
simulated seasonal and water depth structure, we argue that the 
systematic discrepancy between proxies is unlikely to stem alone 
from proxies recording different season or water depth. Judging 
from the large range of oceanographic regimes and depositional 
settings spanned by the study sites, it is also unlikely that the 
proxy discrepancy in LGM cooling stems from a concomitant shift 
of both proxies in recording season/depth during LGM. Instead, we 
contend that the seemingly overestimated magnitude of LGM cool-
ing derived from the widely used TEXH

86-SST global calibration is 
plausibly due to a biased slope of the regression, which may be 
improved by calibrating the index values to temperatures of water 
levels deeper than currently considered in the global calibration.
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